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Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
 Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
 Turn out your headlights at the gate!
 Sign the logbook (in camo-painted storage shed. Inside the door on the lefthand side)
 Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to
inform them of any problems)
 Put equipment back neatly when finished
 Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit 501(c)3
scientific educational organization, and incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may
be copied and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into
any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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October 2016
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
1

Palo Pinto
Mountain State
Park Star Party

2

3

4

5

6

7

Riccardo Giacconi's James Webb's 110th
85th Birthday (1931) Birthday (1906)

Tandy
Hills
Prairie Sky
Star Party

13

15

Nikolai Chernykh's 85th
Birthday (1931)

Kathryn Sullivan's 55th
Birthday (1961)
Moon Apogee: 406100 km

9

10

11

12

14

170th Anniversary
(1846), William
Lassell's Discovery
of Neptune Moon
Triton

17

Moon Perigee: 357900 km

23

30

Mae Jemison's 60th
Birthday (1956)

FM

Young
Astronomers
Meeting
Starts @ 7pm-9pm

Peter Barlow's 240th
Birthday (1776)

16

FQ

8

18

19

20

Uranus @ Opposition

Hunter’s Moon

21

LQ

22

50th Anniversary
(1966), Luna 12
Launch (USSR
Moon Orbiter)

FWAS
Monthly
Meeting
Starts @ 7pm

Orionids Meteor Shwr Peak

24

25

26

165th Anniversary
(1851), William
Lassell's Discovery
of Uranus Moons
Umbriel and Ariel

345th Anniversary
(1671), Giovanni
Cassini's Discovery
of Saturn Moon
Iapetus

27

28

55th Anniversary
(1961), 1st Test
Flight of Saturn
1 Launch Vehicle

29
25th Anniversary
(1991), Galileo,
Asteroid Gaspra
Flyby

NM 31
80th Anniversary
(1936), 1st Successful Rocket Engine Test
in Pasadena, California (JPL's Beginnings)
Moon Apogee: 406700 km
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Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled
FORT WORTH ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
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Palo Pinto Mountains Star Party
Saturday, OCTOBER 1st
We will be holding our Spring Star Party at Palo Pinto Mountains State Park on Saturday, October 1st beginning at
5:00 pm. PPMSP is a new Texas Parks and Wildlife park property near the town of Strawn, Texas which serves as the gateway to the
newly acquired state park property. The park is relatively undeveloped, however there are roads and a parking area near our observing site. The skies are extremely dark. Accommodations for this event are discussed below.
DIRECTIONS TO THE OBSERVING SITE:
Exit Interstate 20 at the 361 exit, go north on Texas Highway 16 towards the town of Strawn. Go 4 miles then turn west on FM 2372.
Go 2 miles and look for the signs to the gated entrance.
Google Maps:
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&q=32.550860,-98.533847%20%28Copeland%20Rd,%20Strawn,%20TX%2076475,%20USA%29
INCLEMENT WEATHER:
Weather will be monitored closely as the event day approaches. In the case of inclement weather a no-go for this event will be posted
on the TAS Calendar and the TAS Public Outreach Hotline by 5:00pm Friday, October 1st. The phone number is 214-800-6000. There is
no backup date posted for this event.
There are several Facebook pages that contain information about this event (past and present):
See:


Palo Pinto Mountains State Park, https://www.facebook.com/PaloPintoMtns/



Texas Astronomical Society, https://www.facebook.com/groups/18496922727/



Fort Worth Astronomical Society, https://www.facebook.com/fortworthastro/

and


the Town of Strawn, https://www.facebook.com/CityOfStrawnTexas

Strawn Volunteers (CARE) will have snacks and be grilling hot dogs and providing drinks for $5.00.
Don't forget to pack an assortment of clothes for all temperatures, snacks, drinks, telescopes, binoculars, star charts, lawn chairs, bug
spray, and other creature comforts for a fabulous night of outreach and camaraderie under Palo Pinto's wondrous dark skies!
One last item: If you have a Unihedron Sky Quality Meter please bring it along and log your readings during the event. This will be
used to educate visitors. Please email the results to me after the event. We
are establishing a baseline for the park, initiating efforts with the surrounding communities to preserve the park's night sky, and will be applying to the
IDA for an International Dark Sky Park ranking designating it a location of
exceptional nighttime beauty, dark skies education, and preservation of the
nighttime environment.
ACCOMMODATIONS:
CAMPING AT THE PARK
Camping at Palo Pinto Mountains State Park is available. Volunteers and
Visitors can stay in the park overnight for this event, but it is primitive
camping with no water or electricity so plan accordingly. RV's and Travel
Trailers can be accommodated. There will be portable toilets.
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from a figure from Greek mythology, from the
Latinized version of the Greek god of the
sky Ouranos (the primal Greek god personifying
the sky). Like the other giant planets, Uranus

Young Astronomers
October

is

when

the

has a ring system, a magnetosphere, and numerous moons.

furthest

The Uranian system has a unique configuration

planet, Uranus will

among those of the planets because its axis of

be at OPPOSITION

rotation is tilted sideways, nearly into the plane

next

to

month).

of its solar orbit. Its north and south poles,

It’s best time of the

therefore, lie where most other planets have

(See

last

year for us to observe this blue-green dot in the

their equators.

e

sky.
Uranus is the only planet whose name is derived

Check out the Young Astronomers Web Page at: http://
www.fortworthastro.com/young_astronomers.html

Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth Museum of Science & History, the well-attended, monthly
public star parties presented by the Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) have moved to Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the first
adult amateur astronomy clubs formed in the
country and one of the largest with more than
200 active members.
Members will have several telescopes set up
at Tandy Hills for viewing the night sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs - Coolers
welcome - Steel City Pops will be on hand
More details at the NASA website: https://
nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/event -view.cfm?
Event_ID=76024
Star
party
Etiquette:
http://
www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: Second Saturday of every month
http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairie-skystar-party
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
Oct

01

Sa

--:--

Venus:

30.9°

Oct

03

Mo

12:30

Moon-Venus:5.6°

Oct

04

Tu

06:02

Moon

Oct

06

Th

03:04

Moon-Saturn:4.2°

S

Oct

08

Sa

01:03

Moon

18.5°

Oct

08

Sa

23:33

First

Oct

13

Th

04:43

Moon

Oct

15

Sa

05:15

Uranus

Oct

15

Sa

23:23

Full

Moon

Oct

16

Su

18:36

Moon

Perigee:

Oct

19

We

01:18

Moon-Aldebaran:0.3°

Oct

20

Th

18:38

Moon

Oct

20

Th

23:45

Orionid

Oct

22

Sa

14:14

Last

Oct

24

Mo

23:01

Moon-Regulus:1.7°

Oct

25

Tu

20:45

Moon

Oct

26

We

05:54

Venus-Antares:3.1°

Oct

27

Th

10:53

Mercury

Oct

28

Fr

04:33

Moon-Jupiter:1.6°

Oct

29

Sa

20:47

Venus-Saturn:3°

Oct

30

Su

11:38

New

Oct

31

Mo

13:29

Moon

Apogee:

South

E
S

406100

Dec.:

S

Quarter
Descending

Node

Opposition

North

357900

Dec.:

Shower:

km
S

18.6°
ZHR

=

N
20

Quarter

Ascending

N

Node

Superior

N

Conj.
S

N

Moon
Apogee:

406700

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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INTERESTING OBJECTS
Deep Sky* - (C4) Iris Nebula-DN, (C20) North America Nebula-DN, (C63) Helix Nebula-PN,
(M8) Lagoon Nebula-DN, (M13) Great Globular Cluster in Hercules-GC, (M20) Trifid Nebula-DN, (M27) Dumbell Nebula-PN, (M31) Andromeda Galaxy-Sb, (M57) Ring Nebula-PN
Double/Multiple Stars** - 56 And, 57 Aql,  Cap,  Cyg (Albireo)
Constellations* - Andromeda, Aquila, Capricorn, Cassiopeia, Cygnus, Draco, Lyra, Pegasus, Ursa Minor
Asterisms*** - Frederick's Glory (And), Tennis Racket (Aql), The Airplane (Cas), Levy 157
(Cyg), Mini-Cas (Dra), Seedling (Peg)
Lunar Features**** - Mare Frigoris (R2-R6), Archimedes (R12, R22), Hipparchus (R44,
R45)

OCTOBER 2016
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Media Reviews
By: Matt McCullar, FWAS

The Moon
A close-up of the moon: what is known,
and what lunar explorers may find. (1963)
by Virgilio Brenna

I

've always loved science books published long ago
by Golden Press. The Golden Book Encyclopedia (16
volumes), The Golden Book
of Astronomy, and the pocketsized Golden Nature Guide
called Stars by Herbert S. Zim
helped fire my childhood interest in astronomy, and I still
have them on my bookshelf.
Though much of their content
is now out of date, the books
were lavishly and beautifully
illustrated, and The Moon is no
exception. I'm not certain, but
I may have bought this particular copy of The Moon (a 40plus-year-old hardback in nearmint condition) from fellow
FWAS member Ben Hudgens at
a swap meet some years ago.

puzzled people since the dawn of time. But Hipparchus, a Greek astronomer, made an accurate guess in
the second century B.C. Two French astronomers,
working in the 1750s, used plain old observations and
math to make the first scientifically accurate measurement of the Moon's distance: they stationed themselves 6,000 miles apart (between Berlin and the Cape
of Good Hope) and took readings of the Moon's position in the sky at exactly the same time. This created a
mathematical triangle, which was easy to solve.
The Moon is written at a highschool level and explores a wide
variety of lunar topics: where the
Moon came from, its path
through the sky, its rotation, libration, tektites, craters, rays from
craters, tides, eclipses, the large
plains called “seas,” and various
other features.

Everything we can see on the
Moon has a name attached to it.
How those names came to be
makes for amusing reading. The
author explains, “In 1651, the Italian Jesuit Joannes Riccioli charted
the Moon... he adopted the system of naming lunar formations
that remains in use today. Riccioli
gave the names of famous and
The cover of The Moon clearly
important men of science to
says, “A close-up of the moon:
these lunar features. According
what is known, and what lunar
as he thought the man to be thus
explorers may find.” At the The Moon
immortalized
was more or less
time it was written, no robotic by Virgilio Brenna
important, Riccioli assigned a
probes had photographed the Published by Golden Press – 1963
Moon close-up, and certainly Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 63- more or less conspicuous crater to
bear his name. As if to accommono human beings had yet 14911
date what truth might lie in the
walked on it. But part of the 104 pages
bizarre suggestion of the French
scientific process is examining
philosopher
René
Descartes
– who said that the naming
remotely, collecting information, and making hypotheof craters brought the spirits of their namesakes to live
ses and conclusions. The Moon contains many enterin them – Riccioli was careful to assign to Tycho Brahe
taining examples of how scientists (even before the
and Copernicus two craters far distant from one anothtelescope was invented) were able to make logical
er, for they disagreed about the nature of the solar sysguesses about our natural satellite.
tem and would doubtless have argued through all eterThe Moon's distance from the Earth, for example, had
(Continued on page 9)
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(Book Review—Continued from page 8)

nity if they were within shouting range of each other.
The crater Kepler, on the other hand, is quite close to
the crater Copernicus, as Kepler and Copernicus were
close to agreement.” Later, as telescopes improved,
smaller features received names as well. (I didn't
know that Benjamin Franklin has a lunar crater named
after him. Can you find it?)
Speaking of
craters, one
astronomer
worked
painstakingly
on a detailed
map of the
Moon for 30
years! Julius
Schmidt published
his
map in 1874,
after a career
of observing
and measuring
over
33,000 craters.

right? If it came in at an angle, wouldn't the crater be
oval? Asking all meteorites to plummet straight down
is too much to believe. Astronomers had to wait for
technology to prove that if an object is traveling fast
enough (that is, miles per second instead of miles per
hour), its impact crater will be round, no matter what
its angle of approach. And rocks travel through space
very, very quickly. Add to that the relative velocity of
the Moon: if a rock is skimming along at 10 miles per
second, and the Moon is coming towards it head-on,
that adds to the impact energy even more. The Moon
shows the relationship between an object's mass, its
velocity, and the size of the crater it leaves behind.
The book also shows “ground-breaking” work by a
20th-century astronomer who calculated a precise
relationship between a crater's diameter and its
depth. (The rays, or material ejected from the lunar
crater Tycho, extend for over a THOUSAND miles! Imagine that blast!)
One bonus in this book: What may be the very first
photograph ever taken of the Moon.
Trivia: English mathematician George H. Darwin (the
son of the famous naturalist Charles Darwin) was the
first to study precisely the behavior of the Earth's tides
in the late 1800s.

The Moon points out that some lunar craters are so
large that an astronaut standing in the middle of one
would not be able to see the crater walls. “The horizon, because of the Moon's greater curvature, is only
two miles away from an observer, compared to the
7.5 miles that a terrestrial observer can see to his horizon.” (I'd be totally lost on the Moon. Over a million
craters, and they all look alike to me.)
There once was a lot of argument over the source of
the Moon's craters. Many scientists believed they
were all created by volcanic activity. Gradually, however, evidence began chipping away at that theory and
today most astronomers believe the lunar craters
were created by meteorite impacts. (It took science a
very, very long time to accept the idea that rocks fall
from the sky.) To be fair, one would logically think
that if a crater is perfectly round (as all lunar craters
are), a meteorite would have to fall straight down,

I've never seen this author's name before, but Virgilio
Brenna wrote very well. “Until 1610, the surface of
the Moon was no better understood nor more clearly
seen by astronomers than it was by shepherds or fishermen or merchants. What was visible to the eyes of
one was visible to the eyes of another. In 1610, however, the Italian astronomer Galileo Galilei turned his
'perspicillum' – seeing tube – on the Moon, and from
that time forward the lunar surface drew closer and
closer to men of science, while to ordinary men it remained as distant as before.” What can we see on the
Moon tonight?
Lots of outstanding illustrations (practically on every
page), a few photographs. Despite some of the book's
information now being obsolete, I still highly recommend it. Four Moons out of five.



e

If you have an idea for an article, have astronomical related photos or an astronomy project you’ve done, and you’d like to share or want to contribute to the newsletter in any other way, please contact the editor at primefocus@fortworthastro.com or through the club’s
Yahoo! eGroup forum.
OCTOBER 2016
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Constellation of The Month

P

PISCES
isces constellation lies
in the northern sky. Its
name means “the
fish” (plural) in Latin.

Pisces is one of the largest
constellations in the sky. It is
also one of the zodiac constellations, first catalogued
by the Greek astronomer
Ptolemy in the 2nd century.
The constellation’s symbol is
D. Pisces lies between Aries
constellation to the east and
Aquarius to the west. The
two celestial fish represent
Venus and Cupid in Roman
mythology, who transformed
themselves into fish in order
to escape the monster Typhon. The Vernal equinox,
the point at which the Sun
moves to the northern hemisphere across the equator
every year, is currently located in Pisces.
Pisces constellation also contains a number of interesting deep sky objects, among them the face-on
grand design spiral galaxy Messier 74 (NGC 628), the Pisces Dwarf galaxy, the double radio galaxy 3C
31, and the colliding galaxy pair Arp 284.
FACTS & LOCATION
Pisces is the 14th constellation in size, occupying an area of 889 square degrees.
It is located in the first quadrant of the northern hemisphere (NQ1) and can be seen at latitudes between +90° and -65°.
The neighboring constellations are Andromeda, Aquarius, Aries, Cetus, Pegasus and Triangulum.
Pisces contains a single Messier object, the spiral galaxy Messier 74 (M74, NGC 628) and has ten
stars with known planets. The brightest star in the constellation is Eta Piscium, with an apparent visual magnitude of 3.62. There is one meteor shower associated with the constellation; the Piscids.
Pisces belongs to the Zodiac family of constellations, along with Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo,
Virgo, Libra, Scorpius, Sagittarius, Capricornus and Aquarius.

e
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Pisces as depicted in Urania's Mirror, a set of constellation cards published in London c. 1825.

P

isces constellation is of Babylonian origin. The Babylonians saw it as a pair of fish joined by a cord. The
constellation is usually associated with the Roman myth of Venus and Cupid, who tied themselves with a
rope and transformed into fish to escape the monster Typhon. The star Alpha Piscium, or Alrescha (“the
cord” in Arabic) marks the knot of the rope.
The constellation is associated with a similar story in Greek mythology. After the Olympian gods had defeated
the Titans and the Giants, Gaia, or Mother Earth, coupled with Tartarus, the region of the Underworld where
Zeus held the Titans imprisoned, and they had Typhon, the scariest monster the world had ever seen. Typhon
had a hundred dragon’s heads, with fire blazing from all his eyes.
Gaia sent Typhon to defeat the gods. Pan was the first to see him coming. He alerted the other gods and then
transformed himself into a goat-fish and jumped into the river Euphrates to escape the monster. The goat-fish is
represented by the constellation Capricornus.
The goddess Aphrodite and her son Eros called to the water nymphs for help and jumped into the river. In one
version of the legend, two fishes came to the rescue and carried Aphrodite and Eros on their backs to safety. In
another version, the mother and son were themselves transformed into fish.

e

Text Source: http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/
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Image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urania%27s_Mirror
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Carbon Star Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Intermediate

C

arbon stars are a unique and interesting type of variable star that
exhibits peculiar characteristics and spectra. Most are red giant stars, and their distinguishing feature (and namesake) is
the unusually high level of carbon molecules contained in their atmospheres. They are fascinating objects to observe, as their appearance may change dramatically during the course of their variation period. While these stars are popularly known for their striking red
color, there is a wide range of possible hues that they may display. For
the long-period variables or for those with large magnitude ranges, the apparent color may
vary from yellow or orange at maximum to deep orange or red at minimum. The stars with
shorter periods may remain at an almost constant color, and they often appear pale yellow
or white.
While these stars are relatively little-known in comparison to the brighter and more famous
galaxies and nebulae, their vivid colors are unparalleled by most other observable objects.
This distinctiveness, combined with their unusual characteristics, makes them fascinating
subjects for observation, and we hope that through this program you will discover and enjoy
these intriguing features for yourself.
The carbon star observing list featured in this program is the product of many hours of
painstaking research, observations, and compilation; and was created with the backyard observer in mind. All of the stars included are between magnitude 8.5 at maximum brightness
and 14.0 at minimum, no complex or expensive equipment is required to complete this observing program. All of these stars are visible through a moderate-sized telescope, and
many can be found from considerably light-polluted locations. Aaron Clevenson, who
helped with the development of this program, logged a great deal of them from the front yard
of his house – surrounded by bright streetlights – with skies heavily permeated by the glow
of Houston, TX.
To complete the Carbon Star Observing Program, the participant must simply observe and
log each of the 100 carbon stars featured on the observing list.
e
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Data Source: Heavens Above
Date

Brightness
(mag)

Start
Time

01 Oct

-0.6

20:14:53

10°

WNW

14 Oct

-0.7

20:17:20

10°

15 Oct

-0.3

20:59:52

16 Oct

-1.8

17 Oct

Alt.

Highest point
Az.

Time

Alt.

Az.

20:17:04

17°

N

20:17:30

10°

NNW

20:07:56

10°

-1.2

19:16:23

17 Oct

-1.1

18 Oct

End

Pass
type

Time

Alt.

Az.

NNW

20:19:16

10°

N

visible

10°

NNE

20:17:30

10°

NNE

visible

21:00:09

12°

NNW

21:00:09

12°

NNW

visible

NNW

20:10:14

22°

NNE

20:10:14

22°

NNE

visible

10°

N

19:18:06

13°

NNE

19:19:49

10°

ENE

visible

20:51:37

10°

NW

20:53:07

24°

WNW

20:53:07

24°

WNW

visible

-3.3

19:59:19

10°

NW

20:02:31

59°

NE

20:03:31

38°

ESE

visible

19 Oct

-0.9

20:44:03

10°

W

20:46:26

19°

SW

20:46:50

19°

SW

visible

20 Oct

-2.1

19:51:08

10°

WNW

19:54:14

42°

SW

19:57:19

10°

SSE

visible

22 Oct

-0.2

19:43:50

10°

W

19:45:44

15°

SW

19:47:38

10°

SSW

visible

29 Oct

-0.2

07:06:06

10°

SSE

07:08:09

16°

SE

07:10:12

10°

E

visible

31 Oct

-2.2

06:56:19

10°

SSW

06:59:26

45°

SE

07:02:34

10°

ENE

visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.

Chart created using: Cartes du Ciel
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October Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for October 15, 2016 @ 21:00 Local Time
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First and Last Lunar Crescent Visibility
Sunday 2 October 2016
19.7h

Lunar Crescent visible, 48.6 hours after new moon

Elongation: 22°, 3.9% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 226.8° - crescent points to the lower right, Width of the crescent: 1.08', Length of the crescent: 146°, Moon
sets at 20h25m, 74 minutes after the Sun (Azimuth: 260°/W)
The Yallop (1998) criteria additionally states for this event with q=+1.070
Saturday 29 October 2016
7.3h

Lunar Crescent visible, only 28.9 hours before new moon

Elongation: 12.8°, 1.4% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 181.6° crescent is horizontal like a boat, Width of the crescent: 0.37', Length of the crescent: 138°,
Moon lower limb relative to sunrise point at sunrise: dalt=11.7° daz=-0.0° (i.e. eastward), Altitude of moon center at listed time: 6.4°, Azimuth: 101.7°/ESE, Altitude of Sun: -6.6°, Moon rises
at 6h41m, 64 minutes before the Sun (Azimuth: 97°/E)
The Yallop (1998) criteria additionally states for this event with q=+0.445
Monday 31 October 2016
19.1h

Lunar Crescent visible, 30.4 hours after new moon

Elongation: 13.8°, 1.6% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 213.4° crescent points to the lower right, Width of the crescent: 0.43', Length of the crescent: 119°,
Moon lower limb relative to sunset point at sunset: dalt=10.3° daz=-7.9° (i.e. eastward), Altitude
of moon center at listed time: 5.6°, Azimuth: 249.0°/WSW, Altitude of Sun: -6.1°, Moon sets at
19h37m, 58 minutes after the Sun (Azimuth: 253°/WSW)
The Yallop (1998) criteria additionally states for this event with q=+0.346

Data source: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moon2015.html
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Lunar Occultations &
Conjunctions of Planets
Wednesday 5 October 2016
21.7h Close to Saturn, 0.6mag, with Sun below horizon, Separation=4.76°, Limb separation=4.52° =9.17 lunar dia., Position angle=138.6° SE, Azimuth az=240.4°, Altitude h=6.1°, RA=16h42.8m Dec=-20°48.8', Moon phase=22.1%, Sun altitude hsun=32.9°
Thursday 13 October 2016
1.4h Close to Neptune, 7.8mag, Separation=0.68°, Limb separation=0.41° =0.75 lunar dia., Position angle=154.12° SE, Azimuth az=229.5°, Altitude h=33.72°,
RA=22h46.1m Dec= -8°46.3', Moon phase=88.3%, Sun altitude hsun=-65.0°;
(Southern limit: 97°16'W 69°50'N, alt= 7.0°, bright limb)
Saturday 15 October 2016
21.8h Close to Uranus, 5.7mag, Separation=3.41°, Limb separation=3.14° =5.59 lunar
dia., Position angle=334.51° NW, Azimuth az=106.0°, Altitude h=37.06°, RA=
1h24.1m Dec= +8°09.3', Moon phase=99.9%, Sun altitude hsun=-37.2°
Friday 28 October 2016
6.3h Close to Jupiter, -1.7mag, with Sun below horizon, Separation=1.69°, Limb
separation=1.44° =2.90 lunar dia., Position angle=246.9° SW, Azimuth az=97.6°, Altitude h=6.1°, RA=12h40.2m Dec= -3°06.9', Moon phase=4.6%, Sun altitude hsun=18.8°
Sunday 30 October 2016
17.3h Close to Mercury, -1.2mag, Separation=3.48°, Limb separation=3.24° =6.58 lunar dia., Position angle=191.76° S, Azimuth az=239.8°, Altitude h=16.30°,
RA=14h30.5m Dec=-14°40.0', Moon phase=0.2%, Sun altitude hsun=15.1°, in daylight, elongation from sun: 4.8°
Data Source: http://www.calsky.com/
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Club Meeting Minutes— September 20, 2016
Michelle Theisen, Secretary-Treasurer

T

he meeting was called to order by Si Simonson, President.
70 members and visitors were in attend-

ance.
Si welcomed everyone and introduced visitors. He
then recognized the new members from last month.
Preston Starr received special recognition for allowing us to lease Starr Ranch at no charge. He was
awarded an honorary membership.
Patrick McMahon shared that our next star parties
is October 7th.
Si announced that the position of Secretary is
open. Kelly Beebe had to resign since he is having
to spend most of his time in Arizona to take care of
his mother after a health emergency.
Si introduced the evening’s speaker, Janet Petro. She is
the Deputy Director of NASA’s John F. Kennedy Space
Center in Florida. She was available via Skype and gave
a fantastic presentation, with PowerPoint, about NASA’s
mission and vision. Topics included a 40 year study of
Mars, information on an asteroid redirect mission, and
the James Webb Space Telescope. She then opened
the floor for questions from the audience.

contest with the Astronomical League and the club won a
telescope for donation to a library.
The Christmas party is scheduled for December 10th at
Spring Creek Barbecue in Bedford.

After the raffle, Tom Roth gave an update on the Starr
Ranch decking project, with a work day scheduled for
September 24th. There were several volunteers for the
There was a short break and then the Business Meeting Saturday workday. In October, the monthly speakers will
was called to order.
be Preston Starr and Ron DiJulio talking about piers. In
Matt McCullar talked about the new library telescope that November, we will have Dr. Mann from TCU present
the club has received. Bruce Cowles had entered us in a about meteors.
Michelle Theisen reported we had $23,000 in our accounts and reviewed the new member packets and what
was involved in getting those to the new members.
It was presented to the club that Phil Stage had invested
$485 in parts for the riding lawnmower that the club used
at the previous dark site. Bill Nichols and Bruce Cowles
volunteered to mow the easement three times a year as
required by the lease. The membership voted to pay Phil
for the parts and have the mower moved to Starr Ranch.
Matt Reed spoke about a new eyepiece he has purchased for the 16” scope.
Si reminded everyone that there is a Star Party at Palo
Pinto Mountains State Park on Saturday, October 1st.
The meeting was adjourned.

e
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Board Meeting Minutes— September 13, 2016
Michelle Theisen, Secretary-Treasurer

I

n attendance: Si Simonson, Tom Roth, The 19” scope committee will add the mirrors
Michelle Theisen, Matt Reed, Phil Stage, when the deck is finished.
Fred Klich, and Bill Nichols.
The eyepieces for the 16” scope need to be enThe meeting was called to order by Si Simon- graved. Phil Stage has an engraver.
son, President.
Fred Klich offered a set of prefabricated shelves
Tom Roth reported that work at Starr Ranch is to use for storage at Starr Ranch.
delayed until September 24th due to the weathWe will soon have the scope for donation to the
er forecast.
library. Si will contact them and also follow up
We need to elect a new secretary. Kelly Beebe on possible star parties for the library.
has resigned due to his mother’s health needs
Phil Stage is requesting a vote on payment for
and his requirements to be in Arizona.
parts used to repair the old riding lawnmower
It is determined the for the Stars Over Euless used at the previous dark site. Matt Reed sugevent, we will request that the City of Euless gests that we put this in front of the general
request our help at this annual star party membership to get volunteers for mowing.
through regular channels. FWAS also needs
separate billing to avoid any confusion that we There has been no activity on the sale of the
Davis land. We agree to reduce price. Si will
would be associated with the museum.
contact Bruce to determine how much we
As regards the scope that the planetarium wish- should lower it.
es us to have, we want to retain rights of use at
a dark site or the option to display the scope at
another planetarium and determine any future
The meeting was adjourned.
plans for the scope. We also want to retain
rights to the images taken with the scope and
offering them to the museum for use will be at
the discretion of the club and the photographer.
It has been suggested that we recognize and
honor a long time member of the club, John
Dowell. It is determined that we will have an
annual award, named for John Dowell, honoring
an outstanding club member. John Dowell will
be the first recipient of this award.
The annual Christmas dinner is preferred to be
held on December 3rd at Spring Creek Barbeque. Si will contact Laura to reserve the date
for us.

e
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FWAS Club
Fundraiser
FWAS is still asking for donations to raise
the $3000 to cover the costs of purchasing
our new Lunt LS60THa solar telescope and
an iOptron ZEQ25 GT mount. We have already used this at some outreach and educational events, and
it was a hit!
Donations are tax
deductible. We are a
501(c)3
non-profit
organization dedicated to educating and
sparking the interest
in Astronomy and
Space in the public.
If you would like to
help us recoup this
expense, it’s still not
too late. You can still
donate. Please click
the button below or
go to the URL shown
at the bottom. Any
amount is welcome
and greatly appreciated.

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!

http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published monthly. Letters
to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like
to have included in the newsletter that is astronomy related
should be sent to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the
UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education Building,
Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors
are always welcome.
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS
to attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
Young Astronomers:
FWAS’ youth activities (known as YA!) meet on the 3rd Saturday
of every month between 7pm and 9pm (check our calendar for
time changes throughout the year - determined by seasonal sunset times). This group meets for one hour at the Parkwood Hill
HOA Club House - 5573 Eastwedge Dr., Fort Worth, TX 76137. YA!
Coordinators: ya@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Annual Dues:
$40 for adults / families & households
$20.00 for students (half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership
runs June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society

That’s a Fact!
The Sun burns 600
million tons of Hydrogen
every second.
Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info:
sec-treas@fortworthastro.com
Cash and checks should be paid in-person at the next indoor
meeting, or checks can be mailed in the traditional way. Members should check the eGroup for the latest postal mailing address listed by the Secretary/Treasurer.

FULL MOON NAME

Oct obe r

Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals only)
can be made through our PayPal link (private link is on the club’s
Yahoo eGroup – no PayPal account required).

“Full Hunter’s Moon”

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for discounted subscription rates
through our association with the NASA Night Sky Network and Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The link can be found on
the club’s Yahoo eGroup. (Members Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the
Astronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing certificates through the AL observing clubs. You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs:
http://tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg

This is the month
when the leaves are
falling and the game
is fattened. Now is the time for hunting
and laying in a store of provisions for the
long winter ahead. October's Moon is also
known as the Travel Moon and the Dying
Moon.
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(Left)
The Milky Way Shot at Monument Valley, f4, 24 seconds, ISO
3200. Processed in Photoshop. I'm guessing the
glow on the horizon is
Farmington, NM as
there aren't any other
towns of size anywhere
out there.
Photo taken by FWAS
mbrs: Jerry and Diane
Turner

(Below Right) wide
field image of the
Cygnus area with 70
90 sec F4 ISO 200
subs stacked and
aligned with image
plus and processed
with Image Plus and
Photoshop Elements
with Carboni plug in
Too much light pollution but after
fighting with gradients and all I think It
turn out not too
bad. Photo Taken by
FWAS mbr Manny
Lois
Have an interesting photo you’ve taken of the sky? Discovered a technique and want to show the results to fellow FWAS members? Submit your photos to primefocus@fortworthastro.com or send them in the Yahoo! eGroup to the attention of the newsletter editor. Your participation in showing off your personal astrophotography is greatly appreciated by all FWAS members.
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